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Abstract
Adhoc networks are networks are nodes non-structurally related nodes with no consistent resource for organizing
them. One of the most difficult problems in Ad-Hoc networks is rout finding. Since the nodes are displaced in AdHoc networks, they get distant from adjacent boards and hence, the network topology changes all the time. Safety
in Ad-hoc networks especially for military ones is very vital. As nodes don’t have constant position, any invading
node can penetrate the network easily and gets the safety of information or rout finding of all or a part of the
network disordered; especially giving the fact that most of the rout finding methods in the network tend to believe
in all nodes. This survey investigates the pros and cons of three protocols of safe rout finding and we survey some
of the main algorithms in this significant like SEAD and ARANA algorithms.
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Introduction

network due to running out of energy. The aim of this

Unstability among adhoc networks can cause the rout

paper is investigating and comparing safe routers in

changing of both groups. This is the fact that

adhoc networks.

separates

these

networks

form

other

wireless

networks. In spite of these problems, the adhoc

Material and methods

networks are used in different cases. The reason is

Safety in Ad-Hoc networks

speed and easiness of performing these networks and

The abundant using of Ad-Hoc networks in military

their independence from other pre-structured forms.

environments and other stings sensitive safety

The nodes of the networks are responsible for finding

requires safety as a basic necessity form the merging

the rout by themselves. There is not only a way to find

of these networks. Besides this necessity, providing

the routs.

safety in these networks has its own troubles. Specific
structure of wireless Ad-Hoc has caused novel

That is, there is no network assisting rout such as

problems for safety of these networks (Mitchell,

switches or routers and the finding the rout is done by

2002; Stallings, 2002). The problem of performing

the network forming nodes, themselves (David,

safety in Ad-Hoc networks tends to be originated

2002). End- to-end structure causes each node to

from some main factors:

serve both as a host and router and considering that
the nodes are being displaced all the time, one can

Wireless transmitting setting

conclude that there is no distinct between inside and

Using a wireless setting can make the system sensitive

outside of the network. As mentioned before, lack of

to a mass range of invasions that these invasions can

reliable infrastructures is regarded as an important

range from a simple listening to fabricating the

factor in having the issue of safety more complicated

identity by another node.

in Ad-Hoc networks. In order to solve this problem, it
is not possible to appoint a node as the source of

Dynamic typology

decision-making because the one of the aims of Ad-

In general, the attendance of nodes in the network is a

Hoc networks is not to be confined to a specific node.

kind of dynamic. That is, they get enrolled and

In a case that such node as the source of network

separated from the networks all the time and

safety is invaded by the outside of the network, the

therefore, no one should count on a consistent link in

safety

terms of safety. Diminishing of a link can also be due

functionality

of

the

whole

network

is

endangered.

to one-way status of the wireless link (Yih-Chun,
2003).

One of the reasons causing the Ad-hoc networks more
vulnerable to different kinds of invades is the confi-

Lack of an infrastructure to consider as determining

nement of these sorts of networks regarding elect-

factor in the networks.

ronic and processing capacity.

This feature in Ad-Hoc networks has caused not to be
any concentrated access control and the nodes are

Because the nodes of these networks are mostly

evaluated regarding originality.

formed by tiny portable machines such as PDAs;
therefore,

performing

methods

requiring

high

The weakness related to the network

processing capacity (e.g. general key encrypting) is

In addition to the specific features of the network that

not feasible. Since wireless sending and receiving

makes the structure sensitive to safety invades, some

needs wasting a lot of electronic strength, if a node is

weaknesses are due to low capability of nodes

located in a loop, sending unnecessary packages, in a

processing.

short time it loses its communication with the
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End- to-end structure causes each node to serve both

SEAD rout finding algorithm

as a host and router and considering that the nodes

Rout findings based on Distance Vector constitute

are being displaced all the time, one can conclude that

variety of table rout finding subscales. These sorts of

there is no distinct between inside and outside of the

algorithms have a simple structure and can be

network. As mentioned before, lack of reliable infras-

performed easily. The functionality of them is fast and

tructures is regarded as an important factor in having

they need to a low strength of processing. These kinds

the issue of safety more complicated in Ad-Hoc

of methods are used massively in wired networks and

networks.

internet (Yih-Chun et al., 2002).Therefore, they are
counted as first options to be used for rout finding by

In order to solve this problem, it is not possible to

the emerging of the Ad-Hoc networks (Mpitziopoulos

appoint a node as the source of decision-making

et al., 2009). But as mentioned before, due to

because the one of the aims of Ad-Hoc networks is

changing situation of the network, they have less

not to be confined to a specific node. In a case that

powerful functionality in comparison to situational

such node as the source of network safety is invaded

routers (Wood et al., 2007).

by the outside of the network, the safety functionality
of the whole network is endangered.

DSDV and its optimized module, DSDV-SQ are one of
the first and simultaneously the effective algorithms

One of the reasons causing the Ad-hoc networks more

of rout finding based on Distance Vector suggested

vulnerable to different kinds of invades is the

for AD-Hoc networks. This algorithm is suggested for

confinement of these sorts of networks regarding

safe situations and based on nodes complete

electronic and processing capacity. Because the nodes

coordination and is vulnerable facing the invasions

of these networks are mostly formed by tiny portable

mentioned in previous chapter.

machines such as PDAs; therefore, performing
methods requiring high processing capacity (e.g.

The structure of DSDV rout finding is based on a table

general key encrypting) is not feasible. Since wireless

of rout finding in each node. The information

sending and receiving needs wasting a lot of

provided in each line of the table is related to each

electronic strength, if a node is located in a loop,

one of the network nodes. The information includes

sending unnecessary packages, in a short time it loses

the distance till the aimed node (based on the

its communication with the network due to running

numbers of jumps), serial number and next jump (on

out of energy.

a route between the node until the next target node)
(Stutzman, 1997; Hsiao et al., 2011). Each node sends

Result and discussion

its rout finding table to adjacent nodes according to a

Safe rout-finding algorithms in Ad-Hoc networks

specific time. The adjacent nodes also elaborate on

Safe rout finding in Ad-Hoc networks is a defined

amending their rout finding tables according to

term indicates those kinds of rout finding elaborating

thisnew receiving information. In order to prevent old

on encrypting methods to provide the network with

updates in rout finding process, the serial number is

safety. This act can take place using the processes of

used. Another usage of serial number is avoiding loop

originality or non-deniability in rout finding. The

formation in rout finding process. Therefore, there

methods of making safety in rout finding can be

are two sections of information in processes

different based on the tool used and their usage

mentioned above, determining decision-making in

method as well. The methods used for safe rout

rout finding:

finding is not limited but the similarity between them

 Serial number

are a lot (Oppermann et al., 2004).

 Metric or distance (based on jump numbers)
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The main purpose of designing SEAD (Yih-Chun et

three subfields. The first subfield is ones where in

al., 2002) founded based on DSDV-SQ is also to

rout finding algorithms are characterized based on

prepare the possibility of measuring the originality for

the following conditions:

these two sections of rout finding information. In



general, there are two main modules of gauging

The evading node outside of the network should not

originality in SEAD. The first one as mentioned

be able to send false messages into the network.

before is the metric and serial number originality and



another one is the originality of the adjacent nodes.

but according to the rules of rout finding.

While DSDV is sensitive to all invasions taking place



to the structure of rout finding, SEAD is resistant

rout finding.

against all the aforementioned invasions(this does not



mean the safety of whole protocol but other methods

short fabricated route to the network.

Rout finding signaling should not be fabricated.

Rout finding messages ought not to be changed
The evading node is not allowed to make loop in
The evading node should not be able to impose a

can be affected). The main purpose of SEAD
designers is to make possible gauging of the

For the managed open conditions, another condition

originality for all displaced information of routing.

is added to the above conditions:

The first solution which is often suggested is



asymmetric encryption but there three problems with

that is not approved regarding originality. Here, the

this solution:

author does not classify the situation when two

The chosen rout should not pass through the node

members
1. The evading node can busy the affected node’s

of

network

invade

the

network,

domestically.

processing power via sending lots of fabricated
updates. Performing this act, a DOS invasion is

The third setting regards evading ones where besides

attempted in layers of the network. As mentioned

the abovementioned conditions, one coming beneath

before, asymmetric encryption requires a high volume

also should be taken for granted:

of math calculations.



2. If a node of network gets captured by the enemy, it
can make chaos in adjacent rout finding nodes by

The network topology ought not to be obvious for

neither evading (invading) nodes nor the network
nodes.

sending a table consisting of all metrics.
3. Even if there is no evading node, asymmetric
encryption causes loss of lots of resources during the
process of sending messages of rout finding due to
overwhelming.

ARAN structure
For designing ARAN protocol, the setting condition is
regarded as open or managed open. Therefore, there
is the possibility of inspecting and analyzing traffic
nodes of the network for the invader. The first

For avoiding the above-mentioned problems in SEAD,
“hash series” is used for gauging the originality
performed before in wired networks (Sung et al.,
2004). In spite of this, SEAD is the first module of
using this method in AD-Hoc networks.

hypothesis is that there is a reliable resource in
network (Wood et al., 2003). This resource can be a
node or a series of them. The responsibility of this
node is to assign Certificate Authority (CA) for
network nodes. The second hypothesis is that all of
the nodes know the general key (CA). In order to

ARAN rout finding algorithm

enter the network, each node should receive a

ARAN rout finding (Stutzman, 1997) is also a
situational

method

that

the

essence

of

its

functionality is based on AODV. At first, the author
divides the settings for using Ad-Hoc networks into

certificate from CA. This certificate is for node A is as
the following main form:
T  A : Cert A  [ IPA , K A , t , e]KT 
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In this certificate, IPA
address is the IP node for A

Now, if the packaged with the mentioned definitions

and K A is the general key for this node and “t” and

also takes place by this node and in a case that the

is reached by node “X”, the inspection of originality

“e” are the times of offspring and expiry of this node,

authentication is approved, it makes a package of

respectively. Whole of the certificate is also encrypted

requesting to the rout as follow and sends is to the

by personal key (CA) of

node to which the package is received from (i.e. D):

KT  .

X  D : [ RREP , IPA , N A ]K X  , Cert X

After receiving the certificate, if the node A tends to
make a rout to node x, it makes a package of

The node of “D” also inspects the authentication of

requesting for rout as the following and sends it to its

both certificate and endorsement of node “X” and

adjacent:

considering the fact that it has recorded in its
memory from which node it has received the package

A  * : [ RREQ , IPX , N A ]K A , Cert A .

request for rout, it sends the response to the request
as well as the both endorsement and certificate by

In above passage,

NA

is number counted as a serial

number for package of requesting for rout. The whole

itself to this node:
D  C : [[ RREP , IPA , N A ]K X  ]K D , Cert X , Cert D

package is encrypted by the personal key of A.
therefore; its content is reachable through network

After approval of the authentication of the “X” and

members. The middle node receiving this package

“D” endorsements, “D” endorsement is taken away

also must be investigated via general key of CA

and replaced by “C” on the package and the package is

regarding the authority of node (Liu et al., 2008).

sent to the node from where in the package has been

This is in a case the certificate is valid; the node

requested (Madhyastha et al., 2009).

originality is endorsed on the rout using the general
key of “A”. After reaching the package content, IPA
and

NA

Presenting

above

structure

prevents

neither

authenticated nor received certificate nodes from CA

are investigated to know whether or not the

pass through the chosen rout. This method causes the

package has been received before. In a case the

insurance of the network inevitably and if a node

package is not received up to know, its content is

attempts to affect the functionality of the network via

endorsed again by the specific key and after being

repetitive sending of non-authenticated packages, it

located next to the certificate, it is sent. Therefore, the

could be traced easily. Although the content of the

package sent by “B” will be as follow:

packages sent to whole nodes throughout the rout is

B  * : [[ RREQ , IPX , N A ]K A ]K B , Cert A , Cert B .

evident, none of the nodes can modify the content
because they should fabricate the departing node
endorsement on the package if they try to make

Let’s consider this assumption that package sent by

change that this is not possible. In spite of the positive

“B” is sent by “C”. After that the authentication and

points talked about the algorithm, there are some

originality of “A” and “B” nodes certificates, the

safety shortcomings with it.

endorsements of these two nodes are investigated in
receiving packages. After this, the endorsement and

ARAN safety shortcomings

certificate of the node “B” is taken away and replaced



by “C” ones on the package:

asymmetric

C  * : [[ RREQ , IPX , N A ]K A ]Kc , Cert A , Certc

The structure of the defined method is based on
encryption

as

well

as

electronic

endorsement that this problem remains the network
potentially vulnerable DOS invasions (Hsiao et al.,
2011). especially due this fact that in each jumping of
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the middle nodes, the asymmetric encryption ought to

significant role in algorithm election. One of the future

be used four times to decode the encryptions and

works is to compare more algorithms.

inspection of the endorsement authentication for
receiving packages and then this encryption should be
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